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QUESTION 1

Which attributes of a reusable Expression transformation can be edited within the Mapping Designer workspace? 

A. The transformation\\'s name, one of its port\\'s default values, the tracing level or a Metadata Extension 

B. The transformation\\'s name or the tracing level 

C. The transformation\\'s name, one of its port\\'s default values or the tracing level 

D. The transformation\\'s name is the only attribute that can be changed 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Regarding the Sorter transformation and assuming that Powercenter is not utilizing Pushdown Optimization, select the
statement which is correct and true: 

A. When the distinct check box is selected, every port in the sorter transformation will have the sort key selection
enabled 

B. When transformation scope is set to a value of transaction, the sorter will sort on every record in the pipeline before it
releases any data. The intermediate sort file will have markers for each transaction. 

C. If the distinct check box is not checked, the sorter will produce one record per unique key 

D. The Sorter transformation will utilize database indexes from the source database to perform the sort 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

The HTTP Transformation supports which HTTP Methods? (Choose all that apply) Choose 2 answers 

A. DELETE 

B. GET 

C. POST 

D. PUT 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements is correct on workflow events? 
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A. A predefined (or file-wait) Event Wait task waits for a file to appear at the specified location. As soon as the file
appears, the event succeeds and the file can be processed by the subsequent mapping 

B. A user-defined event can be created a-d raised in one workflow and then used In another 

C. A predefined (or file-wait) Event Wait waits for a file to appear at the specified location. As soon as the file appears, it
is deleted and the subsequent task will start. 

D. A user-defined event can be created in either the Event Wait or Event Raise task 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What is a pipeline lookup transformation? 

A. A lookup created using a pipeline which contains a target 

B. A lookup cache split over pipelines of a partitioned mapping 

C. A lookup associated with the Source Qualifier or an Application source such as JMS or SAP 

D. A pipeline lookup does not exist 

Correct Answer: C 
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